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1TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
STUDY OF RADIOGRAPHIC LINEAR INDICATIONS AND SUBSEQUENT  
MICROSTRUCTURAL FEATURES IN GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDS OF INCONEL 718
1.  INTRODUCTION
 Assessment of the ntegrty of a weld s a complcated, nondestructve evaluaton (NDE) problem 
that can be challengng to even the most traned specalst. Many of today’s aerospace materals, such  
as Inconel® 718 (regstered trade name of Inco Alloys Internatonal, Inc.) (AMS 5596J) do not have a 
set of reference gudes for the specalst to make comparsons. Ths makes dentfyng hazardous defect 
ndcatons an art form, subject to personal acuty, experence, and nterpretatons. Ths study was con-
ducted to produce lnear radographc ndcatons from 0.05-n-thck Inconel 718 butt welds and to den-
tfy the mcrostructural elements causng each of the ndcatons. 
 The focus of ths study was to provde a procedure for dfferentatng dfferent types of ndca-
tons lke engma, or ‘ghost,’ ndcatons from ndcatons produced by potentally hazardous defects.  
An engma ndcaton can be msnterpreted as dervng from real weld defects such as lack of fuson  
or penetraton, but are caused by some other structural characterstc that may or may not be detrmen-
tal to the ntegrty of the weld jont. Engmas have been found n varable polarty plasma arc (VPPA) 
welds of aluminum alloys due to elemental segregation of copper (Cu) during solidification. The purpose 
of ths study was to further the understandng of the formaton of engmas n Inconel 718 weld rado-
graphs1 so that more accurate nterpretatons can be accomplshed durng NDE. 
 Initial information has been provided on the material under investigation, a definition of a radio-
graphc engma, and a hghlght of some of ts common structural causes. The expermental procedures 
used n ths nvestgaton to produce nomnal welds, engma ndcatons, and defect ndcatons have 
been explaned. Radographc and mcroscopc observatons have also been explaned and compared,  
as well as eddy current and penetrant observatons on select weld jonts. Fndngs have been summarzed 
and recommendatons made for dstngushng radographc engma ndcatons from ndcatons pro-
duced by defects.
22.  MATERIAL BACKGROUND
 Inconel 718 s a nobum (Nb)-strengthened nckel (N)-ron (Fe) superalloy. Nomnal compos-
ton s gven n table 1. The Nb content acts to strengthen the alloy through precptates of γ ″ partcles 
of the N3Nb ordered, face centered cubc phase. These precptates lmt the solublty of the γ ′  phase, 
N3(T, Al), also used to harden N-Fe superalloys. Both of these precptates gve the N-Fe superalloy 
ts hgher strength at elevated temperatures; ths s due to resstance to dslocaton cuttng through the 
precipitates. The added benefit of γ ″, whch forms around the γ ′  partcles, s ts slow transformaton 
rate. Ths greatly enhances the weldablty of the superalloy over others because t does not nstantly 
nduce hardenng and consequent postweld crackng.2–4 The overall complexty of ths structure causes a 
tendency toward dendrte formaton durng weldng.5,6
Table 1.  Inconel 718 nomnal alloy composton (wt%).4
Ni Cr Mo Nb Ti Al Fe C Cu
53 19 3 5.1 0.9 0.5 18.5 0.08 0.15
33.  COMMON RADIOGRAPHIC INDICATIONS
 Determnng a method for dscernng dfferent defects by means of ther radographc lnear  
ndcatons as observed n gas tungsten arc weldng (GTAW) welds was the ntenton of ths study. Each 
defect s assocated wth a dfferent type of ndcaton. Examples of defects and ther common ndca-
tons as presented n the Nondestructive	Testing	Handbook are lsted below:7
• Incomplete (or lack of) penetraton s an absence of fuson at the weld root. It may be caused by an 
insufficiently hot root pass. It is indicated by a broad line along the weld. The line may be located 
along the weld centerlne or be offset dependng upon the algnment of the weld bead wth the weld 
seam. The wdth of the ndcaton s a functon of the amount of ncomplete penetraton.
• Incomplete (or lack of) fuson s an absence of fuson between a weld bead and adjacent metal. It 
may be caused by mproper weldng technque. The unfused gap tends to be narrow and to produce a 
sharp, dark lne ndcaton when lned up along the x-ray beam. 
• Tungsten nclusons (from a GTAW electrode) are usually denser than the weld metal and appear as 
lght spots on a radograph.
• Shrnkage comprses rregular cavtes or dstrbutons of rregular cavtes. It occurs when a 
soldfyng volume of molten metal s sealed off from a source of replenshng molten metal so that 
cavtes open up between soldfyng dendrtes. Indcatons are dark and may range from shadowed 
areas for a distribution of microshrinkage to well-defined irregular figures.
• Porosty comprses rounded cavtes or dstrbutons of rounded cavtes. It s caused by the 
freezng of gas bubbles n soldfyng molten metal or n sold metal soft enough to be deformed 
by the pressure of an emergng gas. Indcatons are dark and may range from shadowed areas for 
a distribution of microporosity to well-defined circular spots from spherical pores or lines from 
contnuous dstrbutons of pores (‘ppng porosty,’ ‘wormhole porosty,’ ‘or hollow bead’). 
• Cracks result when stresses wthn the weld metal exceed the fracture stress capablty of the metal. 
Dynamc thermal stresses actng on hot weld metal produce ‘hot cracks’; resdual stresses actng on 
cold weld metal produce ‘cold cracks’ or ‘delayed cracks.’ Crack morphology s wdely vared. Crack 
ndcatons on a radograph are dark, and vary wdely wth the morphology.
4
54.  DEFINITION OF AN ENIGMA
 In a radographc context, an engma s an ndcaton from a weld lackng an obvous correspond-
ng structural feature. Engmas are not usually consdered harmful to the ntegrty of a weld, although 
the nature of the underlyng structure responsble for the engma must be consdered before dsmssng 
t as a harmless ndcaton. Lack of obvous structural characterstc does not guarantee harmlessness. 
Durng NDE, t s mportant to dentfy engmas unambguously. If ths cannot be done, the ndcaton 
must be treated as a defect ndcaton even when ts nature as an engma s suspected. These are two 
common structural features that produce radographc engmas—large grans, where engmas are gener-
ated by dffracton, and segregaton, where engmas are generated by dfferental absorpton of radaton. 
Although other unobtrusve structural features mght concevably produce engma ndcatons, the con-
trast mechansms by whch engmas are generated are lmted to dffracton and dfferental absorpton. 
4.1  Diffraction Effects
 Durng radography, a polychromatc x-ray beam mpnges on an object. The transmtted beam 
induces a chemical transformation in photographic film or affects some other medium to map the trans-
mitted beam intensity over the object. The more intense the transmitted beam, the darker the film will 
be. Image contrast s due to dfferences n ntensty of the transmtted beam through the cross secton 
caused by varatons n absorpton of the transmtted beam by the nternal structure of the object beng 
examined. The transmitted beam creates a reverse shadow effect on the film, since the intensity of x-ray 
transmtted s fractonally reduced proportonal to the densty of the object. The lghter the radographc 
mage produced, the denser the sample. Cracks or vods absorb less of the transmtted beam and show 
up on film as dark lines or spots. Welds show up as light regions because of extra metal deposited above 
and below the surface of the parent metal, presentng more materal to absorb the transmtted beam. 
 Sometmes large grans at approprate orentatons gve rse to dffracton effects supermposed 
on the radographc mage. The structural features of the object generatng a dffracton effect are, n 
general, less crtcal to weld ntegrty than the defects that generate absorpton contrast effects. But 
sometmes dffracton effects can masquerade as absorpton contrast effects caused by defects. When ths 
occurs and the defect antcpated from the contrast effect s not to be found when the object s cut open, 
the radiographic effect is classified as a ‘ghost’ or ‘enigma.’ It should be noted that relatively harmless 
segregates may also cause ndcatons suggestng defects. Not all engmas are dffracton effects. 
 
 An x-ray radograph for a polycrystallne materal may be compared to a transmsson Laue df-
fracton pattern wth only the central transmtted spot observed. Ths s because for the usual polycrys-
tallne object, Laue dffracton effects cancel out, producng only one transmtted spot. But sometmes 
large grans, or dendrtes n fuson welds, are present and dffracton patterns emerge because of the 
polychromatc source. A dffracted beam produces an mage of the dffractng body. The mage s shfted 
wth respect to the transmtted mage by the dffracton angle. The ntensty of radaton s reduced n 
places vacated by the dffracton mage and ncreased n places entered by the dffracted mage. Ths 
produces shadowng effects around the dffracton mage. Ths dffracton produces lght and dark  
6contrasts on opposte sdes of the dffracton mage of the dffractng gran because the dffracted mage 
adds or subtracts from ether sde. Fgure 1 shows an example of such a dffracton pattern.
Fgure 1.  A schematc engma around a large gran; lght and dark regons 
 on ether sde are due to dffracton.
4.2  Segregation Effects
 As a beam of radaton passes through a body, the ntensty of the beam dmnshes, some of the 
beam beng converted nto heat and some dffracted away from the drecton of the penetratng beam. 
The ntensty (I) of the beam drops wth dstance traveled (x) accordng to the relaton dI/dx = –μI, where 
μ is the absorption coefficient for the beam. If a hole or crack exists in a material, it acts as a spot of 
reduced absorpton for any beam crossng t, and rases the transmtted x-ray ntensty so as to become 
visible as a dark (more exposed) indication on detecting film. If, instead of a hole, there is a region of 
elemental segregation in a material, the absorption coefficient can be either lower or higher, producing 
a dark or lght ndcaton, dependng on the densty dfferences between the segregated element and the 
surroundng materal.
 Segregation occurs during solidification from a melt. As the freezing interface moves forward, 
the newly formed sold ejects solute nto the lqud phase. As freezng progresses, both newly sold-
fied solid phase and the remaining liquid phase take on higher concentrations of solute. Typically, this 
knd of segregaton manfests tself on a small scale and s not lkely to be vsble at the macroscale of 
a radograph. In mcrographs, polshed and etched dendrtes are clearly vsble. The nterdendrtc metal 
beng more hghly alloyed tends to be attacked more vgorously by an etch. Hence, the nterdendrtc 
etched surface tends to be rougher than that of the dendrite core and tends to be darker in bright field 
contrast.  
 If, however, a partially solidified metal is subjected to pressure, the pressure can drive the 
remanng lqud phase wth ts relatvely hgh solute concentraton to mgrate on a macroscopc scale. 
Thermal stresses n welds may produce such pressures. The resultant segregaton structure may produce 
variations in transmitted x-ray intensity and produce visible indications on detecting film. Such segre-
gaton structures are not usually consdered harmful to the ntegrty of a weld and ther ndcatons are 
usually classed as engmas. It s necessary to be cautous, however. Second phase coarsenng, suggestng 
7segregaton as descrbed above, has been found at the toes of GTAW welds. Ths may correlate wth a 
reducton n strength of welds wth ntact renforcements. Pendng further study, ths mght explan why, 
n some cases, the removal of weld renforcements ncreases weld strength. The actual drop n strength 
here s not attrbuted to segregaton per se, but rather to the assocated coarsenng of a phase.
85.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1  Welding
 An Automated Manufacturng Engneerng Technologes (AMET) GTAW system was used to 
jon 12-n-long × 6-n-wde × 0.05-n-thck Inconel 718 panels wth a sngle-pass butt weld. The setup s 
shown in figure 2 and weld settings for the subsequent experiments can be found in appendix A. A cam-
era was set up to vdeo record n stu weld puddle varatons behnd the torch durng experments. 
(a) (b)
Figure 2.  Weld setup with (a) the AMET system and (b) clamping fixture.
 A first set of experiments was conducted to determine the nominal parameters using bead-on-
plate welds both with and without filler wire. After observations of video footage of the weld operations, 
it was concluded that for ease of visibility, filler wire would be used for the subsequent joint welds. No 
radography was conducted on the bead-on-plate experments.  
 Usng the bead-on-plate experments as a startng pont for nomnal settngs, t was decded that 
varatons n travel speed would be used to manpulate the weld puddle shape. A second set of exper-
ments determned travel speed varatons for round, oval (nomnal), and tear-drop-shaped puddles.  
 Fnally, separate panels were welded together n a jont wth varatons n cross-slde dsplace-
ment, and then wth varatons n current to produce lack of fuson and lack of penetraton, respectvely. 
Ths was done so that a comparson could be made between engma and defect radographc ndcatons. 
A table of weld parameters for each jont pass s located n appendx A. No heat treatment was con-
ducted on any of the weld panels for ths experment.
95.2  Nondestructive Evaluation Procedures and Sample Preparation Methods
 Radographc NDE was conducted on all of the jont panels (JT-01 through JT-09). On several 
of the panels, multple radographs were taken to determne f dfferences n x-ray orentaton (±10° off 
perpendcular) produced any dfferences n sze, clarty, or locaton of the parallel lnear ndcaton. 
 NDE standards say that all areas of interest should be x-rayed such that the film density, deter-
mned wth a denstometer, s between two (1% lght transmsson) and four (0.01% lght transmsson).7 
The density of the film is the base-10 logarithm of the intensity of the incident light from a densitometer 
source dvded by the transmtted ntensty. If all areas of nterest cannot be dsplayed n a sngle pcture, 
then multple x-ray mages should be taken. Ths s partcularly mportant snce the welded area s much 
denser than the parent metal, making it difficult to inspect for cracks, or missed joint indication in both 
parent metal and welded area wth the same radograph. It s mportant to note, that except for JT-08, the 
film density requirements standards were not followed.
 Qualtatve eddy current testng was conducted on the engma panel and the two defect panels  
for comparson of results. Penetrant testng was conducted on the lack-of-fuson weld (JT-08).
 Sectons of the weld jont were then selected for mcroscopc observatons based on nomnal 
radiographic conditions seen along the length of the weld. Samples, as shown in figure 3, were cut 
and mounted to produce mages of the crown and transverse surfaces of the weld. Samples were then 
mechancally polshed and electrochemcally etched to reveal mcrostructural features ncludng gran 
boundares, and the nterface between weld and parent metal.
Crown Transverse
Fgure 3.  Weld sample cut pror to mountng, polshng, 
 and etchng to reveal structure.
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6.  OBSERVATIONS
 Puddle shape s determned by the rato of the speed at whch the puddle edge freezes to the rate 
at whch the weld heat source s moved; .e., the weld travel speed. When the freezng rate of the weld 
metal s apprecably faster than the weld travel speed, the back edge of the weld puddle easly keeps up 
wth the travel speed and the back edge of the puddle s round. When the freezng rate of the weld metal 
s apprecably slower than the weld travel speed, the molten metal extends back from the weld heat 
source and the puddle edges move n from the sdes along straght lnes, endng n a pont and markng 
out a tear-drop shape for the weld puddle. Between these two extremes, the weld puddle takes an ellpt-
cal shape. Travel speed, from 2 n/mn to 7.5 n/mn, greatly changed the appearance of the molten weld 
puddle. 
 The round weld puddle, as seen in figure 4(a), was a feature of slowest travel speed (JT-03), and 
was accompaned by excessve root renforcement and mnmal crown renforcement. Ths was also the 
largest of the weld puddles, wth the puddles gettng progressvely smaller as the travel speed ncreased 
and heat nput per unt length of weld decreased. 
 Durng the nomnal weld settngs (JT-02), the welders observed an oval-shaped weld puddle 
(fig. 4(b)) and postweld inspections showed an appropriate amount of reinforcement.
 The tear-drop weld puddle (fig. 4(c)) was created using the fastest travel speed (JT-04). It had 
excessve crown renforcement and lttle root renforcement, n contrast to the round weld puddle. Also, 
mismatch caused by inadequate clamping forces from the fixture was seen near the end of several pan-
els, most notceable on panel JT-05. Reduced puddle sze at the faster travel speeds made t easer to 
dentfy jont msmatch.
(a) (b) (c)
Fgure 4.  Dfferently shaped molten puddles: (a) round (JT-03), (b) oval (JT-02), 
 and (c) tear-drop (JT-04). The label BACKSIDE denotes that weld drecton 
 s upward, that the observer s lookng behnd the weld puddle.
 The radographc mages showed that the slower the travel speed, the more prevalent the lnear 
engma ndcatons were, both n the radal drecton and the drecton parallel to the jont. The slowest 
travel speed, the one wth the most heat nput, produced substantal lnear ndcatons parallel to the jont 
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and radial indications on either side of the parallel indication as shown in figure 5. The radiographs from 
the nominal weld speed showed only radial indications (fig. 6). These radial indications are caused by 
columnar grain structures with a dendritic core elongated in the direction of solidification. The fastest 
travel speed produced no radiographic linear or radial indication (fig. 7).
(a)
(b)
Fgure 5.  Round-puddle weld (JT-03) showng (a) radographc and (b) reverse contrast 
 mages. Notce the lnear ndcaton runnng the length of the weld ponted 
 out by the arrows, and the radal featherng ndcatons of columnar grans 
 on ether sde. Weld drecton s from rght to left.
(a)
(b)
Fgure 6.  Nomnal weld (JT-02) showng (a) radographc and (b) reverse contrast mages. 
 Notce the radal featherng ndcatons caused by columnar gran formaton.  
 Weld drecton s from left to rght.
(a)
(b)
Fgure 7.  Tear-drop weld (JT-04) showng (a) radographc and (b) reverse contrast 
 mages; no vsble lateral ndcatons or lnear ndcatons. Vertcal lnes 
 are grease pencl markngs. Weld drecton s from left to rght.
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 The radiographs seen in figure 8 were then taken of JT-03 with the x-ray source oriented at ±10° 
to the orgnal perpendcular poston. The three dfferent x-ray source angles produced three dfferent 
mages at the same locaton n the weld jont. The ndcatons never dsappeared or changed locaton, 
but they dd change sze and clarty. Measurements on overall thckness of the ndcatons were taken 
and summarzed n table 2. They showed that the thckness of the lnear ndcaton ncreased as the x-ray 
source was moved from –10° to 0° to +10° orentatons.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Perpendicular
10°
–10°
Fgure 8.  Radographc mages of JT-03. The x-ray source was orented: (a) perpendcular, 
 (b) +10°, and (c) –10° to the weld panel. The contrast between the dark and lght 
 ndcatons changes wth the x-ray source orentaton. Weld drecton s stll 
 rght to left.
Table 2.  Lnear ndcaton wdth (nches) at three locatons 
 on the radographs.
Radiograph 
Location 
(in)
X-ray Orientation to Panel
–10° 0° 10°
2
6.5
9
0.0071
0.0047
0.0039
0.0079
0.0055
0.0055
0.0087
0.0071
0.0063
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 The slowest travel speed (JT-03) was cut nto macros at two locatons—one where the lnear 
indications parallel to the joint were easily defined as a dark and light line pair (JT-03_1) and the sec-
ond n a locaton where there was only one grey ndcaton (JT-03_2). The macros from both locatons 
showed that longtudnal columnar dendrte structures were formed parallel to the jont, whch was easy 
to see in the crown macros in figures 9 and 10. The transverse cross sections show that at the JT-03_1 
location (fig. 11) columnar dendrites are lined up through the depth of the weld, with a consistent bound-
ary and thckness through the depth of the weld. In contrast, the transverse macro from JT-03_2 showed  
that the boundares between parallel columnar dendrtes and the rest of the weld nugget are not parallel 
to each other and the regon’s thckness s also not consstent through the depth of the weld as seen n 
figure 12.
1 mm
Fgure 9.  Crown macro of JT-03_1 regon. In the center s a long gran wth
 a substructure of dendrtes. The weld drecton s from top to bottom.
1 mm
Fgure 10.  Crown macro of JT-03_2 regon. The lnear regon n the center s a gran 
 comprsed of dendrte formatons. The weld drecton s from bottom to top.
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1 mm
500 µm
Fgure 11.  Transverse macro of JT-03_1. Notce that the large dendrte structure (gran) 
 n the center extends through the depth of the weld. Crown sde s up.
1 mm
500 µm
Fgure 12.  Transverse macro of JT-03_2. Notce that the center of the weld lacks 
 a consstent large dendrtc structure (gran) extendng through the weld 
 as seen in figure 11. Crown side is up.
 The crown macro (fig. 13) for the nominal weld speed (JT-02) shows that the lateral dendrite 
formatons come together at the center of the weld and create a dsjont mcrostructure n the absence of 
any longitudinal dendrite formations. At higher magnification (fig. 14), it can be seen that these dendrites 
produce a vsble boundary. Ths mples that the weld speed s somewhat hgher than the rate of freez-
ing, even though the puddle appeared to have an elliptical shape with a flat perimeter at the trailing edge. 
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1 mm
Fgure 13.  Crown macro of JT-02, nomnal weld speed. The lateral dendrtes meet 
 wth almost dsjont mrror symmetry at the center of the weld jont.
250 µm
Fgure 14.  Crown macro enlarged of JT-02, nomnal weld speed. Notce conjuncton of lateral 
 dendrtes at the center of the weld. The weld drecton s from bottom to top.
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 The crown macro for the tear-drop weld speed (JT-04) shows a random equaxed dendrte oren-
tation (fig. 15). The higher magnification (fig. 16) verifies this random configuration. The relatively high 
solidification velocity of the fastest weld speed apparently does not allow time for columnar formation 
snce the transformaton knetcs of the Inconel 718 structure s slow.
1 mm
Fgure 15.  Crown macro of JT-04. Notce there s no relatve orentaton 
 preference for the dendrte formatons. Notce that weld drecton  
 s ndscernble for ths jont.
500 µm
Fgure 16.  Crown macro enlarged of JT-04. Notce there s no relatve orentaton 
 preference for the dendrte formatons.
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 Subsequent weld experments were conducted to produce msmatch, lack of fuson, and lack  
of penetraton ndcatons.
 By varyng the clampng pressure on the panels durng weldng, the welders were able to pro-
duce a joint with significant mismatch, near the end of the panel. From the radiographic image (fig. 17), 
t can be seen that ths msmatch created an ndcaton n the form of an ∼	0.01-n lght and dark regon 
on ether sde of a boundary runnng approxmately along the mddle of the weld. The macro mage 
of figure 18 explains the indication. The crown is flat, but there is a step at the weld root, such that the 
thickness penetrated by the x-ray beam is significantly different on opposing sides of the step.
Fgure 17.  Radographc mage of JT-05. The msmatch ndcaton can be seen as a lght 
 mage wth a darker mage supermposed over the lower part of the weld. 
 Weld drecton s left to rght.
1 mm
Fgure 18.  Transverse macro of JT-05. Notce the vsble msmatch on the root sde.
 The lack of fuson weld was created by cross sldng the weld puddle untl the jont was seen just 
at the edge of the crown reinforcement (fig. 19). The radiograph showed a blurry dark line at the position 
where the cross slide moved the bead back to the middle of the joint (fig. 20) but there was no visible 
ndcaton for the remanng length of the mssed jont. The macro shows that there was almost complete 
lack of fusion for the length of the joint (fig. 21). Penetrant testing was conducted on JT-08 and produced 
vsble porosty ndcatons on the root sde of the weld along the length of the jont.
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Fgure 19.  Segment of weld JT-08. The bead has been dsplaced 
 toward the rght untl t has been moved almost off the 
 joint (see transverse section fig. 21), which can be seen 
 extendng from the left edge of the bead. At ths pont, 
 the jont s only beng partally consumed by the weld bead.
(a)
(b)
Fgure 20.  Radographc mage of JT-08 showng lack of fuson at the arrow
 where the cross-slde moton was used to move the bead back toward 
 the center of the jont: (a) s the radographc mage; (b) s the reverse 
 contrast mage. Under the radographc contrast condtons shown, 
 the unwelded jont extendng to the left from the vsble ndcaton 
 s not vsble. Weld drecton s from left to rght.
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1 mm
Fgure 21.  Transverse macro of weld JT-08, where a mssed jont can 
 be seen on the left sde of the mage. The crown s on the top.
 X-rays of JT-08 were also taken at ±10° of the orgnal x ray. The –10° panel dd not show a  
lnear ndcaton for the lack of fuson, but t dd produce a lnear engma ndcaton near the begnnng  
of the weld that was not observed of either the perpendicular or +10° radiograph (fig. 22). The +10° 
panel showed a dark lnear ndcaton produced by the lack of fuson under the crown renforcement 
along the length of the weld (fig. 23).
Fgure 22.  Radograph of JT-08 taken at –10° off perpendcular. A fant engma 
 ndcaton can be seen near the start of the weld jont. Weld drecton 
 s left to rght.
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Fgure 23.  Radograph of JT-08 taken +10° off perpendcular. The lnear ndcaton 
 caused by lack of fuson can be seen along the top of the crown renforcement. 
 Weld drecton s left to rght.
 When the proper radographc standards are followed, and the mage densty of the parent metal 
s wthn the 2 to 4 densty range, the mssed jont s clearly vsble n the radograph taken perpendcular 
to the joint (fig. 24).
Fgure 24.  Radograph of JT-08 wth x-ray source orented perpendcular to the jont. 
 The lack of fuson, mssed jont can be seen as a blurry dark lne along 
 the bottom of the mage. Ths mage has been reversed wth respect 
 to the prevous mage.
 Lack of penetraton n the center of the weld jont was created by reducng the weld current 
enough to decrease the penetraton depth whle stll mantanng a stable puddle. Lack of penetraton 
in weld JT-09 produced a dark indication of the weld joint (fig. 25(b)). X-ray orientations at ±10° of 
perpendicular produced the radiographs seen in figure 25(a) and (c), respectively. The linear indica-
ton moved up and down, above and below the center of the weld jont, but dd not change ntensty or 
appearance apprecably at these low angle change ncrements. Fgure 26 shows the lack of penetraton 
responsble for these ndcatons.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fgure 25.  A comparson of radographs wth x-ray source at (a) +10°, (b) perpendcular, 
 and (c) –10°. Notce that the lnear ndcaton caused by lack of penetraton 
 moves n the weld puddle but does not substantally change clarty or sze. 
 Weld drecton s rght to left.
1 mm
Fgure 26.  Transverse macro of JT-09. The lack of penetraton can be seen 
 n the center of the weld near the root sde.
 Eddy current testng, usng a two-col probe, was conducted on panels JT-03, JT-08, and JT-09. 
The lnear dendrte formatons that caused the engma ndcaton n JT-03 produced no eddy current nd-
catons and passed nspecton. Lack of fuson and lack of penetraton as exhbted by JT-08 and JT-09, 
respectvely, dd not pass eddy current nspecton. JT-08 produced an ndcaton, but the operator was 
unsure about the sze of the defect causng the ndcaton. The eddy current data were representatve of 
ether a very shallow and/or narrow defect runnng the length of the weld on the root sde. The eddy cur-
rent data for JT-09 ndcated a narrow root sde lack of penetraton along the center of the weld. On both 
JT-08 and JT-09 ndcatons were produced only when the eddy current probe was located on the root 
side of the weld joint. The depth of field of the eddy current probe makes it only possible to detect sur-
face flaws.
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7.  MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
 In order to provde a standard of comparson for tensle tests of the weld jonts descrbed above, 
tests were first conducted on the parent metal, which was certified by chemical analysis to be Inconel 
718. Parent metal tensle test data are compared to tensle test data for nonheat-treated Inconel 718 n 
table 3. The parent metal was comparable to the strength specifications for nonheat-treated Inconel 718; 
.e., 2-percent yeld of 140 ks maxmum and tensle strength of 80 ks maxmum. 
Table 3.  A comparson of reference tensle propertes and expermental propertes 
 of parent metal and welded specmens.
Specimen 
ID
UTS
(ksi)
Yield Strength 
(ksi)
Plastic Strain 
(%) Comments
AMS 5596J Specs – Max: 140 Max: 80 30 Plastic strain not comparable with experimental
Parent Metal
PAR-1
PAR-2
PAR-3
PAR-4
137.918
121.433
130.276
144.649
65.21
62.21
62.047
70.01
23.132
22.945
22.872
23.085
–
–
–
–
Weld
Panels
JT-02: Nominal 
Oval
02-O-1
02-O-2
02-O-3
133.326
133.93
132.053
64.506
64.719
54.825
22.885
23.002
22.71
Fractured in parent material away from weld
Fractured at edge of weld nugget
Fractured in parent material away from weld
JT-03: Enigma 
Round
03-R-1
03-R-2
03-R-3
128.484
127.957
134.458
62.488
60.677
55.65
23.065
22.898
22.793
Fractured at edge of weld nugget
Fractured at edge of weld nugget
Fractured at edge of weld nugget
JT-04: Fast 
Tear-Drop
04-T-1
04-T-2
04-T-3
135.071
134.728
135.403
64.888
64.507
59.929
22.885
22.977
22.937
Fractured in parent material away from weld
Fractured in parent material away from weld
Fractured in parent material away from weld
 Samples from welds JT-02, JT-03, and JT-04 were tested; results are lsted n table 3 to determne 
f the engma ndcatons caused by columnar dendrte formatons decreased the ntegrty of the weld. 
No specmens from welds JT-05, msmatch; JT-08, lack of fuson (mssed jont); and JT-09, lack of pen-
etraton, weld jonts were tested snce these dd not pass ntal radographc nspectons.
 All the specmens from weld JT-03 and one of the specmens from JT-02 fractured n the heat-
affected zone of the weld. All the other falures were located n the parent metal. Average and standard 
devaton for the tensle propertes of the weld jonts and parent metal are lsted n table 4.
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Table 4.  Statstcal results of the tensle data.
Average UTS 
(ksi)
Std Dev UTS 
(ksi)
Average Yield 
(ksi)
Std Dev Yield 
(ksi)
Average Plastic 
Strain (%)
Std Dev Plastic 
Strain (%)
Parent Metal
JT-02
JT-03
JT-04
Nugget Edge 
  Fracture
Parent Mat  
  Fracture
133.57
133.1
130.3
133.36
131.21
134.12
10
0.96
3.61
3.48
3.46
1.4
64.87
61.35
59.61
63.11
60.88
61.73
3.72
5.65
3.54
2.76
3.86
4.37
23.01
22.87
22.92
22.93
22.94
22.88
0.12
0.15
0.14
0.05
0.12
0.1
 As the welds range from slower to faster, JT-03 → JT-02 → JT-04, the average UTS rses 
slghtly, 130.3 ks → 133.1 ks → 133.4 ks. If standard devaton error bars are placed on the data, 
126.7–133.9 ks →132.1–134.1 ks → 129.9–136.9 ks, there s a wndow of commonalty from 132.1  
to 133.9 ksi. Nevertheless, if a small but not quite insignificant reduction in strength for the slowest 
welds s accepted, mght t be attrbuted to a slghtly altered mcrostructure caused by longer exposure  
to hgh temperature or to the engma generatng central gran structure, both features beng assocated 
wth the slowest speeds?
 Fractures at the edge of the weld nugget occurred n slow welds exhbtng engma ndcatons, 
but also n one weld at nomnal speed lackng the large central columnar grans assocated wth engma 
ndcatons. Ths ponts to general mcrostructural alteraton rather than large central grans as the key 
factor n any reducton n strength at slower weld speeds. Gven the present mechancal property data 
there is no evidence that enigma-producing large grains per se reduce the strength of welds significantly. 
Engmas may, however, sgnal a small collateral reducton n weld strength due to mcrostructural 
changes assocated wth longer exposure to hgh temperatures. 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS
 The followng conclusons were reached:
 (1)  The slower the travel speed, the easer t s for the freezng rear of the weld puddle to keep 
up wth the puddle moton and for columnar grans to propagate from the rear of the weld along the weld 
bead center.6 Columnar gran structures enterng the puddle from the sdes (radal featherng) are also 
coarser and more vsble at slower travel speed:
• The central columnar gran and correspondng lnear engma ndcatons n the radographc mage 
were observed wth slow speed weld JT-03. Also vsble was pronounced radal featherng.
• No central columnar gran or central engma ndcaton was observed wth nomnal speed weld JT-02. 
Radal featherng was vsble normal to the weld bead surface contours. 
• Only weld bead surface contours were observed wth hgh-speed weld JT-04.
• Engma ndcatons were also vsble n the –10° mage of JT-08, whch was welded at nomnal settng 
wth a cross slde dsplacement. 
 (2)  The engma ndcatons (JT-03 and JT-08) changed sze wth relaton to the angle of the x-ray 
source but did not change location, and followed patterns associated with deflection of the x-ray beam 
through an algned structure. Appendx B relates the wdth of engma lne ndcatons to x-ray source 
angle due to dffracton effects (but not due to contour effects of the dffractng body). 
 (3)  Engma ndcatons were ether a dstnct dark and lght lne par or a gray blurry lne n the 
center of the weld jont. Both ndcaton types were smlar n ntensty to that of the weld renforcement. 
The dfferences n the clarty of these ndcatons are caused by varatons n wdth of the columnar den-
drtes through the thckness of the weld jont. Formatons that are consstently vertcal through the thck-
ness of the weld produce clearer ndcatons than formatons wth slanted boundares.
 (4)  Msmatch produced a radographc mage n whch half the weld jont appeared darker than 
the other half of the weld jont.
 (5)  Lack of fuson, or a mssed weld jont, produced a wde black lnear ndcaton whch was 
substantally dfferent n ntensty from those assocated wth nomnal varatons of weld densty. Small 
varatons n x-ray source locaton moved ths ndcaton n and out of vew but the ndcaton sze and 
clarty dd not change. When the jont was radographed at reduced exposure so that the parent metal 
was vsble, the lack of fuson ndcaton was easly observed. Penetrant nspecton produced ndcatons 
of porosty at the locaton of the mssed weld jont. 
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 (6)  Lack of penetraton n the center of the weld produced a sharp black lnear ndcaton whch 
was substantally dfferent n ntensty from those produced by varatons of weld densty. Small vara-
tons n x-ray source locaton moved ths ndcaton n and out of vew but the ndcaton sze and clarty 
dd not change. 
 (7)  Eddy current dd not produce any defect ndcatons wth the engma. Eddy current has a df-
ficult time in detecting lack of fusion when the joint is pulled together tightly, producing only a narrow 
crack. It correctly ndcated the locaton of the lack of penetraton, but was unable to assess the depth 
of the defect. Eddy current’s lack of depth of field makes it so that an indication is only produced if the 
probe s located on the same sde as the defect. Ths means that defects on the root sde of the weld, n 
a tube, would need to be nspected from nsde the tube to get eddy current results. Ths technque also 
requres more tme than radographc magng. Eddy current s not judged to be a good canddate for 
NDE nspectons of welds.
 (8)  Tensile testing did not reveal a statistically significant difference in weld strength between 
welds exhbtng engma ndcatons and the as-receved condton of Inconel 718. Further testng should 
be conducted to determne f postweld heat treatment and agng affects the performance of the worst-
case engma jont (JT-03).
 Wth the understandng of how defect ndcatons and engma ndcatons behave when rado-
graphed, a set of gudelnes can be created to help the nexperenced radographer determne the orgn 
of a lnear defect. A categorzed set of known ndcatons can help n both tranng applcatons and 
decreasng onste msnterpretatons.
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9.  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DISTINGUISHING RADIOGRAPHIC  
ENIGMA INDICATIONS FROM DEFECT INDICATIONS
 The present recommendatons pertan to recognzng engma ndcatons n butt welds  
n Inconel 718, but may be appled mutatis	mutandis to other stuatons nvolvng engmas:
•	 Consder from past experence and from processng physcs whether an engma ndcaton s lkely  
to be present.
•	 Observe the detals of the mage under consderaton for compatblty wth engma and defect  
mages observed and computed from theory.
•	 Observe whether multple radographc mages generated at dfferent ncdent beam angles vary  
n conformty wth expectatons for an engma or for a defect.
 The expermental engma and defect ndcatons generated heren and the dscusson 
of the formaton of the dffracton mage engma are ntended as ads n carryng out the above 
recommendatons. Experenced radographc observers do somethng lke ths mplctly, but mplct 
procedures are subject to incompleteness and carelessness and to latent undue influence by desired 
outcome. Implct analyses are not adequate for explanng the bass of a judgment call to others. When 
decsons are crtcal, explct analyses are preferable.
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APPENDIX B—TRANSFORMATION OF DIFFRACTION ENIGMA IMAGES
B.1  Effect of Tilting the Beam
	 Given	a	point	h00	in	the	reciprocal	lattice	of	a	crystal	of	lattice	parameter	a, figure 27 shows 	
the condition for a reflection from an x-ray beam containing a range of wavelengths.8	For	the	point		
to be on the reflecting sphere, the component of the beam with wavelength λ is selected.
1
1
Reflecting Sphere
Reflected Beam
Transmitted Beam
Q
Q
F
(  /a)h
(  /a)hcos
L
L
Q(  /a)hsinL
Figure 27.  Diffraction condition for reflection from reciprocal lattice point h00.
 The angle of the reflected beam (φ) varies with the angle of the reciprocal lattice (θ) with respect 	
to the transmitted x-ray beam (fig. 28) according to the relations:
	
cos sinφ λ θ+ =a h 1	
	
sin cosφ λ θ= a h	
	
∴ − =1 cossin tan
φ
φ
θ
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L
Diffracting Crystal
w = LtanF
F
Diffracting Beam
Figure 28.  Formation of an image by a large diffracting crystal embedded in an amorphous
 medium. The shift in beam power by the diffracting component of the incident
 beam affects power intensity at the image boundaries.
 If the effective distance from the diffracting body is L, then a portion of the beam passing 
through the body is deflected by approximately
	
w L L=
−( ) =2 1 22
tan
tan
tan .θ
θ
θ
	 This	displacement	distance	w is the width of lines on opposite sides of the displaced section 
image. On one side, the line is deprived of some radiation and is lighter; on the other side, the line 
receives extra radiation and is darker. This width changes as the beam is tilted by ∆θ. See table 5.
Table 5.  Relationship of movement of a diffraction image with angular displacement
 of incident x-ray beam.
θ w/L θ w/L
  0°
  5°
10°
15°
20°
0
0.18
0.36
0.58
0.84
25°
30°
35°
40°
45°
1.19
1.73
2.75
5.67
∞
 Suppose there is a diffracting body in a 0.05-in-thick plate. If the center of the body is about 
three-fourths of the thickness toward the weld crown and the x-ray film is right on the bottom of the 
plate,	then	L � 0.04 in. If the initial observation happens to be with a beam angle θ of 20°, then the width 
of the line is 0.03 in.
32
 Reducing the angle by 20° causes the lines to disappear. Increasing the angle by 20° causes the 
lines to widen to 0.21 in with a corresponding reduction in intensity.
 Reducing the angle by 10° causes the line width to shrink to 0.01 in. Increasing the angle by 10°	
causes the line width to increase to 0.06 in.
 The geometry of the diffracting body also affects the width of the enigma line. A discussion of 
this effect is not included here, but is left for a subsequent study.
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